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Welcome to
zero-commission trading!

We believe in low-cost trading. That’s why we offer the best trading conditions available, without any hidden fees or commission!
Create accountTrading involves high levels of risk



0%
Commission

24/7
Instant cashback

0.1 sec
Execution

Up to
1:1000
Leverage

From
0.0 pips
Ultra-low spreads



Asset Classes
Step into the top online CFD markets in the world!
Currencies
Dive into the wonderful world of forex! Trade on countless currency pairs with competitive spreads and ideal market conditions!
Stocks
Invest in the most popular stocks, such as Amazon, Google, Netflix and much more! Experience all the advantages of trading stocks as CFDs!
Commodities
Explore a wide range of tradable agricultural commodities such as cocoa, sugar, coffee, cotton and many more.
Precious metals
Expand your trading portfolio with precious metals such as gold, silver, platinum and more!
Energy
Get on board with the most sought-after energy commodities in the world, and trade on oil and gas today!
Indices
Access leading global indices such as NASDAQ, Dow Jones and the S&P 500.


Only the best!
The best market conditions available, regardless of your deposit amount!
Open AccountTrading involves high levels of risk
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Your success is the key to our success!
Join Amega today and experience all the benefits of a regulated broker!
1
Register
Let's get started by filling in a few personal details

2
Verify account
Follow our simple step-by-step guide to verify your account in no time!

3
Open Account
Almost there! time to to set up your personalized account.

4
Deposit & trade
Nothing can stop you now! Deposit funds to your account and dive into the exciting world of online trading!


Open AccountTrading involves high levels of risk
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Zero fees for deposits and a range of withdrawal options

Trustpilot
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Download the Amega app on
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Amega Global Ltd is an investment company authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Commission, Mauritius. Investment Dealer Licence: GB22200548. Amega's head office is located at The Cyberati Lounge, Ground Floor, The Catalyst, 40 Silicon Avenue, Cybercity, Ebene, 72201, Republic of Mauritius.
Findeavour Ltd is a licensed technology service provider to Amega Global Ltd. Company number 12971852, United Kingdom.
Cydeavour Ltd, a company incorporated in the Republic of Cyprus with registration number HE 431463, at Elpidas 8, Pyrgos, 4534 Limassol, Cyprus, is a Paying Agent of Amega Global Ltd. All payments related to Paysafe and other companies are processed by Cydeavour Ltd.
Our services are unavailable to American, North Korean, Russian, Mauritian and Iranian residents or citizens. The information on our website is not directed at residents in any country or jurisdiction where the distribution or use of such information would be contrary to local legislation and/or regulations.
Risk Warning: CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money due to leverage. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Please read the Risk Disclosure Notice before investing.
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